
 



 

Introduction (St. Peter’s Church) 
 

Song:   Were you there when they crucified my Lord? 

 Were you there when they crucified my Lord? 

 Oh...sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble. 

 Were you there when they crucified my Lord? 
 

And when Jesus had cried out with a loud voice, he said, “Oh God, ‘into Your hands I commit My 

spirit.’” Having said this, he breathed his last. (Luke 23:45-46) 
 

For more than forty years, we have placed a wooden cross against the brick wall at Manna Meal. 

We pass the booklets, ring the gong, raise our voices, and read these words. Then we walk. 
 

We walk the streets of Detroit asking: Where is Christ crucified today? Each year the landscape 

we walk is different and distinct. The faces of victims and executioners rise up to us from a 

particular time and place, both our own. The powers of domination and death which we recognize 

today are the same and not the same as before. We name them again. We name them anew. 
 

But this year is different. All around the world and in homes and hospitals around our corners, 

loved ones are gasping for breath. So many are breathing their last in hospital beds with no family 

at their side. For the sake of our neighbors, we are sheltering in place. The streets are empty. We 

are forced to pray and sing and weep alone.  
 

At the beginning of Lent, we named the stations we saw before us. Schools. Manna Meal. Water. 

Borders. A month and a half later, the world has shifted. The coronavirus is spreading across 

southeast Michigan uncovering the injustice that may have been resting below the surface. When 

disaster strikes, it is always the poor and vulnerable who carry the greatest cost. So, it is still our 

schools, our soup kitchens, our waters, our immigrants who suffer as COVID-19 spreads. 
 

This year, our grief rests close to the surface. There is sadness that we cannot pray with one 

another by moving our bodies through our beloved streets. Yet, no matter where we each pray 

these words our hearts hold them as one.  May our reading keep pulling back the veil of injustice. 

May our words beg forgiveness for our complacency in the crucifixion before us today. And may 

our love for one another and this world hold us steady til one day again we lean that wooden 

cross against the wall and sing in one voice “Were you there when they crucified my Lord?” 

 

Rubrics: The gong: Thich Nhat Hahn speaks of the “inviting bell” (the bell of awareness) at the 

beginning of meditation. We will sound a gong to invoke silence and to help everyone center their 

thoughts for the words about to be spoken at each station.  



1. Social Isolation (Manna Meal) 
 

Chant:  Listen listen listen to my heart's song. 

 Listen listen listen to my heart's song. 

   I will never forget you, I will never forsake you. 

 I will never forget you, I will never forsake you. 

 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

“Peter, could you not watch one hour with me?” (Mk 14:37) 

 

While natural and human-caused disasters bring hardship upon everyone. They are always 

particularly hard for the most vulnerable and poor among us. Manna Meals is experiencing this 

truism during the coronavirus pandemic. Public health safety has required us to close the dining 

room. Manna is presently open only one hour each day, serving only bag lunches outside its door, 

with a similar time limitation for showers and laundry service. 

The present need for “social distancing” has made us even more aware that many who come to 

Manna are not only seeking nourishment for their bodies but as well the social interaction that 

nourishes the spirit. Surely a part of Jesus’ agony in the garden arose from a deeply felt sense he 

was going to have to endure it alone, that he would be abandoned by his disciples. 

Loneliness is so often a real, if not always acknowledged, part of being homeless and hungry. The 

opportunity to be for awhile with people who care and interact with them is a gift Manna 

provides. In this abnormal present time, we regret it can only be offered on a very limited basis. 

 

Song: Were you there when they had no place to meet? 

  



2. Detroit Public Schools (Police Academy Charter) 
 

Chant:  Deep down inside of me I've got a fire going on.   

 Deep down inside of me I've got a fire going on.   

 Part of me wants to sing about the light. 

  Part of me wants to cry, cry, cry. 

 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 
 

A great number of people followed him, and among them were women who were beating 

their breasts and wailing. But Jesus turning to them said, "Daughters of Jerusalem, do 

not weep for me, but weep for yourselves and for your children.”   (Luke 23:27-28, 31) 

 

In New Orleans, the Katrina hurricane disaster presented an opportunity for those ready 

to dismantle public education entirely and privatize the whole system to charters. In 

Detroit much the same was accomplished by managed financial disaster and emergency 

management. Since the first state takeover 20 year ago, 195 DPS schools have been 

closed. Some one hundred charter schools each have their own “district” in the city. The 

elected school board was disempowered and exiled. Millions of dollars have disappeared 

unaccounted from school funds. Neighborhoods have lost their social centers. Students 

have been disoriented and miseducated by shuttling from one school to another. The 

economic education gap has widened enormously. 

 

Now under orders of the Governor, COVID has closed down DCPSD schools for the 

remainder of the school year, something Betsy DeVoss could only wish for. Suburban 

and private schools, as well as many charters, turned immediately to online teaching. The 

technology was already in place. To receive continued state funding, Detroit schools are 

required to develop a teaching plan by this week, including how to distribute and 

operationalize laptops or ipads to so many students without access. It’s a losing game of 

catch-up and fall-behind. The virus reveals the inequities already present, compounds the 

deficits inflicted on our children, summons our tears on this way. 

 

Song: Were you there when they closed the children’s school? 

 



3. Borders (Looking toward Ambassador Bridge) 
 

Chant:  There's only one river, there's only one sea.   

And it's flowing through you, and it's flowing through me.   

We are one, we are one.  We are one, we are one. 

 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

If only I had wings like a dove that I might fly away and find rest. / Far away I would flee; I 

would stay in the desert/ I would soon find a shelter from the raging wind and storm.  

         (Psalm 55:7-9) 

Pandemics remind us that borders mean nothing. There is no policy, no wall, no border patrol that 

can keep this virus from crossing human-made boundaries. It lands where it will, teaching us the 

folly of separation, even as we practice social isolation. It is teaching us that we are indeed one, 

united in our humanity and shared suffering, despite the mad ramblings of a president who feeds 

his base an endless stream of scapegoats to satiate their hunger for security and vengeance. This 

week it’s the Chinese. 

Water reminds us that borders mean nothing. There is nothing that can stop the wild defiance of 

Sister Water who flows where she will, inviting us to laugh at the absurdity of human control. 

She boldly reminds us that she cannot be tamed or restrained. She circumvents borders and laughs 

at boundaries. She moves with an awesome wisdom that demands our deference. 

The Spirit reminds us that borders mean nothing in the eyes of the Divine. Ours is a God who 

dwells in a makeshift tent in the shadow of a Juarez bridge alongside mothers and children 

waiting for asylum. A terrified God who huddles in hiding under this administration’s cruel 

Remain in Mexico policy that invites predators of all stripes to exploit migrants who are 

sometimes deported to their deaths within hours. A detained and traumatized God swaddled in a 

silver mylar blanket who dreams of having wings like a dove in order to fly away and find rest 

and shelter in a place without borders.  

Song: Were you there when they tried to wall us in? 

  



4. Water Crucified (Detroit River) 
 

Chant:  We all come from the mother.  And to her we shall return.   

Like a drop of rain, flowing to the ocean.   
 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 
 

The third angel poured his bowl into the rivers and the fountains of water, and they became 

blood. And I heard the angel of the water say . . . let them drink blood (Rev 16:4-6, paraphrased) 
 

So we again stand at the bank of the Great Winding One, snaking Her way from the middle of the 

continent back to the Mother Atlantic, grave of slaves, conduit of ancestors, and womb of Life 

through evaporation and inundation.  Not enough that Her offering of planetary lifeblood is 

imprisoned in a price tag.  Now even Her power to cleanse is pirated as thousands of our fellow 

Strait-dwellers are forced to face the deadly “bat-message” while still shutout from Her remedy.   
 

And we stand at a global intersection.  Indigenous cultures the world over remember Water’s 

grandeur in story.  For many, She is the Primal Mother, circuit-riding from Cloud and Rain, 

through Stream and Lake, to River and Sea, at every step breathed back to the Sky by Tree and 

Grass and Wave, as long as the planet shall have Life.  In the beginning, says even Genesis, was 

Water.  But now we have unleashed Her Nemesis. Piped in plastic; dumped in plastic; choked 

with plastic now flowing from 94 % of taps in this land: in the end, shall be Plastic. By 2050, 

more plastic than fish, across seven oceans.   
 

But the assault is pandemic multiplied.  Humanid-20, mutating from original magnificence into 

virulence in varied colonizing strains.  We shoot Her up with 80,000 GMO’d toxins of our 

capitalist delirium, asking Her to please dispose of the evidence.  In Kalamazoo, near Standing 

Rock, under Amazonian jungle cover, we flush Her with oil.  To break dependence on foreign co-

abusers, we send Her like a liquid bullet against rock to frack open another few days of wanton 

living.  And in the land of Lakes—Nestle sucks Her belly; Enbridge catheterizes Her artery; U.S. 

Ecology poisons Her vein.  But Her word in conclusion shall be decisive.  Shouting in flood like a 

Mississippi invasion across the midsection; climbing walls and eating soils around every line of 

coast; raging in deluge and whirlwind like night coming at noon; going silent and aloof in 

drought, offering fire as witness against our proud ignorance.   
 

Dare we bow and address Her?  We pray forgiveness and re-learning (and late honoring) of Her 

magnificence. 
 

Song: Were you there when we failed to learn her ways?  



5. Climate Crisis (Campus Martius) 

 

Chant: I hear the voice of my grandmother (grandchildren) calling me (2x).   
 "Wake up! Wake up!" she says (they say) "Wake up!  Wake up!   
 Listen, listen, listen, listen!   
 May the rivers all run clear!  May the mountains be unspoiled!  May the air be pure.  
 May the trees grow tall.  May the earth be shared by all!" 

 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 
 

“Earth is polluted by its very own people, who have broken its laws, disrupted its order, violated 

the sacred and eternal covenant. Therefore a curse [...] ravages the earth. Its people pay the 

price of their sacrilege.” (Isaiah 24: 5-6) 
 
Listen, listen. Do you hear it? The cars, the planes, the factories? The chainsaws and incinerators? 

The clocks ticking, the gears grinding on and on? 

 
Now listen closer. Listen in-between. Do you hear the growing silences where birds and frogs and 

bees once spoke? The bone-quiet of a well run dry? The moment’s stillness in the forest after a 

great tree has fallen, before the chainsaws begin again? 
 
The earth groans, in silence and in sound, with pollution, corruption, destruction, and extinction. 
 
And deep inside, we groan, too. Yes, we are allowed to groan. This sacred, eternal covenant was 

not just made for the earth’s sake; it was for our sake too. We desperately need the birds and frogs 

and bees. We need clean water. We need the trees as our co-conspirators and elders. 

 
As we know all-too-well by now, neither violations of the earth’s covenant nor the prices to be 

paid are distributed evenly. Some of us continue to live relatively comfortable lives within the 

destructive system of global capitalism, while many others are being forced to suffer the 

consequences. (Although we comfortable, too, I believe, will pay our own price). 
 
And we must remember that not all humans have broken this covenant. There are still peoples 

alive right now who know and remember what it means to live in right relationship with the land 

and its creatures. Their groans, too, echo over the land. 
 
In this moment, may we listen deep to the soil and the sky and the many silences between. The 

earth has not forgotten our agreements. May we feel its eternal longing for our reparation and 

return. 
 

Song: Were you there when we couldn’t hear their sounds? 



6. Nuclear Weapons (Federal Building) 

 

Chant: And everyone 'neath their vine and fig tree shall live in peace and unafraid  

 And everyone 'neath their vine and fig tree shall live in peace and unafraid  

 And into plowshares turn their swords, nations shall learn war no more. 

 And into plowshares turn their swords, nations shall learn war no more. 
 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

 

From midday a darkness fell over the whole land….The earth shook, rocks split, and 

graves opened. (Matthew 27: 42, 52) 

 

Two years ago this week, seven Catholic Workers entered the Trident Naval Submarine 

Base in King’s Bay, Georgia, bearing hammers, blood, and banners to enact disarmament 

after the vision of Isaiah to beat swords into plowshares. They acted on April 4 to mark 

the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and to remember his speech, also on that 

date exactly a year prior, naming the “giant triplets” of militarism, racism, and economic 

oppression. Last October, all were convicted in federal court and still await sentencing. 

Fr. Steve Kelly SJ has been held in the county jail these full two years. 

 

One of the seven, Elizabeth McAlister, now 80, explained, “I’ve got some extraordinarily 

beautiful grandkids. And they scream for just a little bit of justice, a little bit of peace. 

They are, at this point, what drives me. I want them to have a chance to be the people 

they’re obviously meant to become.” 

 

Another, Martha Hennesy, granddaughter of Dorothy Day, testified “We, our country, 

many countries , replace God with these weapons. We don’t put our trust in God. We 

need to study Christian teachings; it is idolatry to trust these weapons.” One fourth of the 

U.S. nuclear arsenal is deployed out of King’s Bay. 

 

This year their action anniversary also coincided with Palm Sunday, remembering Jesus’ 

march into town and the non-violent action, turning over tables in the Temple. That 

spurred his arrest and crucifixion. The seven face up to twenty years in prison.  

 

Song: Were you there when the earth began to shake? 
  



7. Surveillance (Police Headquarters) 
 

Chant:  I walk in beauty. Beauty walks before me.  

 Beauty walks behind me.  

 Above, below, beside me. 

   

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

So they watched him and sent spies, who pretended to be sincere, that they might take 

hold of what he said, so as to deliver him up to the authority and jurisdiction of the 

governor.  (Luke 20:20) 

 

For the last year Detroiters have been involved in a struggle over public surveillance. 

Along Michigan Ave., the ordinary route for our Good Friday walk, businesses have 

combined to create a “Green Light Corridor,” marked with tasteful signs and paying fees 

to have cameras all along way with direct feeds to police headquarters. We would have 

been captured by them. White people are more comfortable living and dining with such 

surveillance. In the neighborhoods, gas stations, clinics, liquor stores and more have 

constantly flashing green lights to signal: you are being watched. There, not so 

comforting. For two years, without notice or public oversight, the police department was 

using facial recognition software connecting those cameras to mugshots, drivers license 

and state ID photos – some 40 million Michigan likenesses - to identify even passersby. 

Moreover, the software is notoriously inaccurate for Black and Brown faces – rendering 

it one more way in which people of color get abused by the system.  

 

That struggle continues. As one organizer, Tawana Petty, put’s it, “Detroiters want to be 

seen not watched.” Theologically put, God sees human beings and creation; the 

principalities and powers watch and surveil them. 

 

Since shelter-in-place under COVID -19, schools along with movement and community 

groups have been pushed into digital meeting spaces, thoroughly vulnerable to 

government and political surveillance. Last week a water struggle press conference was 

hacked and shut-down by white supremacists. If these new arrangements prove 

permanent and widespread, the Powers will have achieved a new totalizing capacity to 

watch us all. 

 

Song: Were you there when they watched him and sent spies?  



8. Gentrification (Site of proposed Corktown Luxury Hotel) 
 

Chant: And we will rise with the fire of freedom. Truth is the fire that will burn our chains.  

 And we will stop the fire of destruction. Healing is the fire running through our veins. 

 

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

Blessed are those who wash their robes, that thy may have the right to the tree of life and that 

they may enter the city by the gates. (The Revelation to John 22:14) 

Big picture, gentrification in Detroit involves moving people out of one place to up the value of 

another. The blunt tools of dislocation are foreclosures and water shut offs, now combined with 

Covid-19. Actual low-income and affordable housing are converted to market-rate luxury 

apartments and condos. In Corktown property values and rents are driven sky-high in anticipation 

of development projects including Ford coming to the Michigan Central Station. 

The corner of Michigan and Trumbull is in the belly of the gentrification beast. To the west and 

north are now high-rent apartments, expensive townhouses, condos and yet-to-be-filled retail 

space.  The land surrounding St. Peter’s is next. Directly to the east, plans are afoot for a seven-

story boutique hotel with banquet and conference facilities and a roof-top bar.  Directly to the 

south and west the same Farmington Hills developer shares plans - then deftly withdraws them 

for later - for more high-rent apartments and retail space.  Presented together as one project, tier 

one of the Community Benefits Ordinance would be triggered.  But sliced and diced, the 

developer side-steps the cost of satisfying community negotiated benefits while still receiving 60-

70% reduced taxes for the next 10 years.  Tax money that should support public schools, streets 

and sanitation, parks and infrastructure in the city of Detroit. 

St. Peter’s Church is in the thick of it.  It is home to Manna Meal and the new Corner Shower and 

Laundry where unhoused and marginally housed people have access to laundry and shower.  It’s 

a place to wash, eat and be in community – even at a 6-foot distance.  As the gentry move in next 

door to live or play or enrich themselves, what will happen to these neighbors? 

Who will stand with them? Or for the common good?  And who gets to decide? Who has a right 

to the tree of life? 

Song: Were you there when the poor were written out? 

  



9. Poor People’s Campaign (We the People Water Station) 
 

Chant: We've got to humble ourselves in the eyes of the poor.  We've got to bend down low.  

Humble ourselves in the eyes of the poor.  We've got to know what they know.   

 We can lift each other up, no matter who we are.  We will lift each other up.   

  

Leader: Christ was pierced for our sins. 

All: Christ was crushed for our offenses. 

 

“[They] joined in the mockery: “He saved others” they said, “but he cannot save 

himself.” (Matthew 27:41) 

 

In his novel, The Plague, Albert Camus wrote: “Profiteers were taking a hand and 

purveying at enormous prices essential foodstuffs not available in the shops. The result 

was that poor families were in great straits, while the rich went short of practically 

nothing. Thus, whereas plague by its impartial ministrations should have promoted 

equality among our townsfolk, it now had the opposite effect and, thanks to habitual 

conflict of cupidities, exacerbated the sense of injustice rankling men’s hearts.”  

 

For so many reasons - population health issues like hypertension and diabetes, 

homelessness, access to doctors and health care, the economics of official cupidity 

[greed] and calculated wickedness - the COVID-19 pandemic will take a greater toll on 

low income people everywhere. In the Detroit, where even before the pandemic, official 

unemployment ran to 9% (17% in the Black community) and more than a third of her 

people already lived below the poverty line, it can be seen as devastating when mapped 

by neighborhood. Racially, in Michigan, 40% of COVID cases and deaths are Black 

people. In the water struggle people have sometimes named the issue of unaffordability 

and shut-off as genocide. When the first defense against the virus is hand washing and 

hydration, to have no water is to face sickness and death. Along with foreclosures, 

infrastructure withdrawal, and school closings, turn-offs have been used to clear 

neighborhoods with only a greenspace future. Now the virus can only multiply this 

“cleansing.”  

 

Continuing to organize, the Michigan Poor Peoples’ Campaign, part of A National Call 

for Moral Revival, names war on the poor as one of the four great evils of our time. In 

coronavirus, there is a yet another weapon in that war. 

 

Song: Were you there when the virus struck the poor? 



Closing Service – Inside St Peter’s Episcopal 
 

Song: Amazing Grace 

 

Amazing Grace, How sweet the sound 

That saved a wretch like me 

I once was lost, but now am found 

T'was blind but now I see 

 

T'was Grace that taught my heart to fear 

And Grace, my fears relieved 

How precious did that grace appear 

The hour I first believed 

 

Through many dangers, toils and snares 

We have already come. 

T'was grace that brought us safe thus far 

And grace will lead us home. 

 

When we’ve been there 10,000 years 

Bright shining as the sun 

We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise 

Then when we first begun 

Prayer: 

 

For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger 

and you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I was in 

prison and you came to me. 

 

Oh God, our community has been walking these streets in Detroit for more than forty 

years. There is always deep grief in naming the places of crucifixion where we pause. But 

today there is a different kind of grief. As COVID-19 spreads through southeast 

Michigan, we are forced to read these words from a social distance.  

 

We cannot hold the grief with our collective footsteps. We cannot join our voices in 

harmony. We do not hear the beat of the drum or the sound of the nail in the cross. And 

we cannot end the day with hugging loved ones we have not seen in a while.  

 

Today, our feet are not tired and our hands are not cold, but our hearts are aching.  

They ache for those who are lonely, 

for those who have no home to shelter in place, 

for those who are sick, 

and for those who have died alone. 

 



So while we know that the best way to love one another in this time is not to walk these 

streets in our usual powerful collective mass, we still pray. We still read these words 

together on Good Friday. We hold the grief with one another. We pull back the veil and 

expose the pain. We cry out against injustice. We weep. And through our mass prayer, 

we hold one another remembering that we are never alone. And somehow, somehow, we 

keep watch for glimpses of resurrection.  Amen.  

 

Litany for God’s Arms 

 

Today we remember how Jesus died alone upon the cross, but God, you held him close in 

your arms. With prayers and tears and heart aches, we ask that you hold all of us close in 

your arms. We pray especially…. 

 

For nurses and doctors and hospital workers… God, hold them close. 

For emergency responders… God, hold them close. 

For grocery store workers…. God, hold them close. 

For children who rely on school meals… God, hold them close. 

For the uninsured… God, hold them close. 

For elders and all those immune compromised… God, hold them close. 

For those living in homes without running water… God, hold them close. 

For those who have lost their jobs… God, hold them close. 

For workers on strike… God, hold them close. 

For people who are not safe in their homes… God, hold them close. 

For prisoners as pandemic spreads within the bars… God, hold them close. 

For elders who live in nursing homes… God, hold them close. 

For all those who are living on the streets… God, hold them close. 

For workers in morgues and funeral homes… God, hold them close. 

For those living alone… God, hold them close. 

For children who are scared… God, hold them close. 

 

For who else and what else do we pray? 

 (hold a time of silence or name out loud prayers for whom we will all hold) 

For all the people named by the community gathered in prayer… God, hold them close. 

 

For those searching for air… God, hold them close. 

For those breathing their last breaths… God, hold them close. 

 



God, hold us all close as we let the pain and rage and tears shift our hearts. May it move 

us into deeper love of humanity and the earth. May we continue to uncover the injustices 

that surround us and may we move forward leaving behind footsteps of beauty and new 

life. Amen. 
 

Closing Song: Low to the Ground 

 

Chorus:  

Stay low to the ground.  Live close to the Earth.   

Don’t stray very far from your soul.   

It’s simple things show us the reason we’re here.   

And it’s simple things keeping us whole.        

 

1) We stand on the edge of a cliff in the deepest night I’ve ever seen.   

People looking for light.   People who cherish a dream.    

But the light’s shining out from our eyes.  And the dream’s resting deep in our souls.   

If it’s magic we’re needing to keep us from falling, it’s magic we already know.    

It’s music that keeps us alive.  It’s dancing that sets our hearts free.    

It’s children remember the laughter in life.   It’s animals teach us to see.   

 

Chorus 

 

2) Tell me the place you were born, the lives that your ancestors led;  

the ground that surrounded the people you love; the streams from which you were fed.    

It’s the wind that carries the seed, and the seed that carries the song.   

The food that we’re eating is rooted in soil.  And it’s soil that is keeping us strong.   

 

Chorus 

 

3)  The temples are falling around us.  We stand strong and fierce where they’ve been.   

I never have seen a holier sight than a person who sings in the wind.    

Our blood is the river of life.   Our joy is the sun on the land.   

All of the love that's inside this heart is more than one person can stand.       

 

Chorus 


